Zhang Liang Wen listened to artists in Finland Mr. Juha Metso photographers at the opening event in person to explain their work. (Available at the Taipei verses)
New York environmental groups to support environmental activities on the ground, and continued to respond to 27 "Climate Week in New York City (Climate Week NYC)" environmental demands, the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in New York hosted the fifth "Environmental Art Exhibition (Creative Climate in station Awards), "selected 30 graphic works, artistic performances and videos, the exhibition hall at will in Scripture until October 22 only.

Scripture at the environmental and academic organizations on the ground six influential New York and organized the exhibition, including "humans learned to influence (Human Impacts Institute)“, "Climate Week NYC" Earth Institute "positive feedback at Columbia University Union (The Positive Feedback Consortium based at the Earth Institute) "," global crisis message network company (the global crisis Information network, Inc.) "," international Center of Photography school (The school of the international Center of Photography) "and" Arts bridge (ArtBridge). "

Director Zhang Liang Wen at the opening ceremony recently held that the premises for the first time last year and the impact of human association organized the fourth "Environmental Art Exhibition," works of art during the month to move people, more New Yorkers to arouse concern for environmental issues, access to excellent evaluation. Closing Reception on October 22 is expected to be held.

Zhang Wen Liang said that this year is climate change a key, the "United Nations Climate Change Framework Convention" (UNFCCC) Parties to reach Paris new climate agreement negotiations stepped up the pace, Taiwan in June this year by the "Greenhouse Gas Management and Reduction Act", will be 2050 carbon dioxide emissions to half of 2005 levels; and recently announced further "national self-determination is expected to contribute" (INDC), by 2030 carbon dioxide emissions to half of the standard is the first announcement INDC 37 countries worldwide.
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